
Cochlear™ Baha® 6 Max 
Sound Processor

Enjoy the bene! ts 
of our latest 
technology



When we asked Baha users to tell us 
what they wanted from their next sound 
processor, the number one request 
was to hear more clearly in challenging 
environments where background noise 
makes it di!  cult to hear.

Receiving clear, rich and natural sound 
quality in noisier environments1 is 
dependent on access to a strong and 
full spectrum of sounds. And that’s 
just what the Cochlear™ Baha® 6 Max 
Sound Processor is designed to provide. 
Participants in a study rated the sound 
quality of the Baha 6 Max Sound 
Processor signi" cantly better than the 
Baha 5 Sound Processor.2

Small in size, 
big on experience

With a breadth of new technologies, 
the Baha 6 Max gives you access to 
a#broader and more dynamic range 
of#sounds compared with our previous 
generation sound processors. This 
might be just what you need to hear 
more clearly in noisy environments 
and to enjoy a richer and more natural 
sound experience.1

In a study, more than 80% of participants 
prefer the Baha 6 Max Sound Processor 
over the Baha 5 Sound Processor.2
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The little details can help 
you hear the bigger picture

LowPro™

snap coupling
2 mm less 
projection*   

LED visual 
indicator

Experience more power 
The extra power in the Baha 6 Max gives 
you access to a broad and dynamic range 
of sounds. A study shows that more 
power improves the ability to understand 
speech in noisy environments, and it also 
provides capacity should your hearing 
loss worsen over time.1

In a study, participants with the 
Baha 6 Max Sound Processor 
show a signi! cant improvement in 
understanding speech in noisy and 
quiet environments compared to the 
Baha 5 Sound Processor.1,2

For you to experience clear, rich and natural sounds, one thing is very 
important: a powerful sound processor. The new Cochlear Baha 6 Max 
Sound Processor delivers 7 dB more power than the Baha 5 Sound 
Processor,3,4 yet it is our most discreet sound processor.

The Baha 6 Max is discreet. With a 2mm lower 
protrusion than the Baha 5 Sound Processor, 
it will ! t closer to your head.5 

Access to higher frequencies
Clinical studies show that an extended 
bandwidth can improve recognition of high 
frequency consonants, such as F, S, or K, 
in quiet and noisy environments.1 If you’ve 
had issues with speech being mu$  ed, 
recognizing these consonants can make a 
big di% erence for you to hear what is being 
said around you. It can also help you hear 
sounds like birds chirping, or a whistle.

The Baha 6 Max o" ers a 43% wider 
frequency bandwidth than the previous 
generation sound processor, which is 
designed to improve understanding in 
quiet and noisy situations.1 Participants 
in a study reported a signi! cant 
improvement in hearing high frequency 
sounds with the Baha 6 Max compared to 
the Baha 5 Sound Processor.2

“The Baha 6 Max has a clear 
sound—I can hear birds singing.”
Participant in a clinical study 
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More streaming options 
The Baha 6 Max takes direct streaming to 
new heights with an all new connectivity 
platform. You’ll be able to stream directly from 
compatible* Apple and Android™ devices, so you 
won’t miss a single beat. 

The new Baha Smart App* gives you even 
more options to personalize your hearing 
experience. The app is available for compatible 
Android or Apple devices—it even has an 
Apple Watch interface.

The smallest connections can 
make the biggest di! erence

* The Cochlear Baha 6 Max Sound Processor is compatible with both Apple and Android devices. The Cochlear Baha Smart App 
is available on App Store and Google Play. For compatibility information, visit www.cochlear.com/compatibility

** Learn more about Bluetooth LE Audio at www.bluetooth.com  

Ready for what’s next 
As new technologies are always being 
developed, new connectivity features to help 
with hearing loss are just around the corner. 

Bluetooth® Low Energy (LE) Audio is the next 
generation Bluetooth audio protocol which will 
open new possibilities to hear and connect. 
It o% ers better streaming sound quality, 
synchronized multi-stream audio and new 
broadcast audio features.** With the Baha 6 
Max, you’ll be ready to get access to the next 
big thing in audio connectivity when it comes.

Direct streaming from both 
Android and Apple devices.   

Direct streaming with:

We rely on technology more than ever before. Whether it’s to stream your favorite 
music or audio from video chats with friends or family, the Baha 6 Max features 
connectivity options that can help you interact with the world around you.
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What’s the sound of 
your next adventure?
Baha 6 Max is the hearing solution 
designed to " t in with your lifestyle. From 
everyday activities to new adventures, we 
want you to hear them all. 

No matter where life takes you, you 
want a hearing solution that can keep up 
with your pace. To help, the Baha 6 Max 
features a higher rating of dust and water 
protection* compared to the Baha 5. 

The Baha 6 Max provides 87% longer 
battery life compared to the Baha 
5 in an average use case,6 so you 
can be con! dent that the sound 
processor helps you stay connected 
to sound longer.**

“When outdoors, the Baha 6 Max 
sounds more natural than the 
Baha 5 Sound Processor.”
Participant in a clinical study

Connecting the sound processor to the 
Mini Microphone 2+ can help bring voices 
closer and make words even clearer. This 
can be helpful in noisy environments like 
a busy restaurant or a classroom. Through 
the Mini Microphone 2+, you can even 
connect to FM systems.

The sound processor has some features 
speci" cally for kids—you can easily 
adjust, monitor and track your child’s 
hearing experience at the touch of a 
button using the Baha Smart App. An LED 
light will give you, or your child’s teacher 
for example, reassurance that the sound 
processor is connected and ready to go. 

* The Cochlear Baha 6 Max Sound Processor, with battery compartment excluded, is dust and water resistant to level IP68 of the International Standard IEC60529. Refer 
to the relevant user guide for more information. Tested by the RISE Research Institutes of Sweden AB.

** Battery life is dependent on streaming, sound environments and gain setting.
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If you currently use a previous generation Baha sound processor such as the Baha 5 
Sound Processor, a Baha 5 Power Sound Processor—or if you have another compatible 
hearing implant abutment system—you can visit www.cochlear.com/us/bahaupgrade 
to learn more about the Baha 6 Max and how to take the next step in upgrading your 
sound processor.

We're here to answer your questions and support you every step of the way in your 
upgrade journey.

Hear the di! erence 
with the Baha 6 Max Baha 6 Max Baha 5 Baha 5 Power

Fitting Range7 Up to 55 dB SNHL Up to 45 dB SNHL Up to 55 dB SNHL

Size (length x width x thickness)8 26 x 19 x 12 mm 26 x 19 x 12 mm 36 x 22 x 13 mm

Height from abutment8 13 mm 15 mm 15.5mm

LED light ● ●

Battery life5,6,* Typically 44–136 hours Typically 36–84 hours Typically 80–160 hours

Processing platform & resolution
Xidium™

32 MIPS
24 bit resolution

Ardium™ Smart
16 MIPS

16 bit resolution

Ardium™ Smart
16 MIPS

16 bit resolution

Transducer technology BCDrive™ II BCDrive™ BCDrive™

Dust and water resistance** IP 68 IP63 IP63

Direct streaming to 
Apple® devices*** ● ● ●

Direct streaming to 
Android™ phones*** ●

Smart App*** NEW Baha Smart App for 
iOS and Android

Baha 5 Smart App for iOS 
and Android

Baha 5 Smart App for iOS 
and Android

Compatible with 
True Wireless™ devices ● ● ●

* Battery life is dependent on streaming, sound environments and gain setting.

** The Cochlear Baha 6 Max Sound Processor, with battery compartment excluded, is dust and water resistant 
to level IP68 of the International Standard IEC60529. Refer to the relevant user guide for more information. 
Tested by the RISE Research Institutes of Sweden AB.

***  Cochlear Sound Processors are compatible with Apple and Android devices. Cochlear Smart Apps are 
available on App Store and Google Play. For compatibility information visit www.cochlear.com/compatibility.

Visit www.cochlear.com/us/bahaupgrade to learn 
more about upgrading your sound processor.
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Hear now. And always

www.cochlear.com/us

Follow us on 

Cochlear Americas
10350 Park Meadows Drive  
Lone Tree, CO 80124 USA
Telephone: 303 790 9010
Support: 800 483 3123

Cochlear Canada Inc.
2500-120 Adelaide Street West 
Toronto, ON M5H 1T1 Canada
Support: 800 483 3123
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As the global leader in implantable hearing solutions, Cochlear is dedicated to helping people with moderate 
to profound hearing loss experience a life full of hearing. We have provided more than 600,000 implantable 
devices, helping people of all ages to hear and connect with life’s opportunities.

We aim to give people the best lifelong hearing experience and access to innovative future technologies. 
We collaborate with leading clinical, research and support networks.

That’s why more people choose Cochlear than any other hearing implant company.

Please seek advice from your health professional about treatments for hearing loss. Outcomes may vary, and your health professional will advise you about the factors 
which could a% ect your outcome. Always read the instructions for use. Not all products are available in all countries. Please contact your local Cochlear representative 
for product information.

Views expressed are those of the individual. Consult your health professional to determine if you are a candidate for Cochlear technology.

Cochlear Nucleus Sound Processors are compatible with Apple and Android devices. The Cochlear Nucleus Smart App is available on App Store and Google Play. 
For compatibility information visit www.cochlear.com/compatibility.

Android, Google Play and the Google Play logo are trademarks of Google LLC. The Android robot is reproduced or modi" ed from work created and shared by Google 
and used according to terms described in the Creative Commons 3.0 Attribution License. 

©2021. Apple, the Apple logo, FaceTime, Made for iPad logo, Made for iPhone logo, Made for iPod logo, iPhone, iPad Pro, iPad Air, iPad mini, iPad and iPod touch are 
trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries.

The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are registered trademarks owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such marks by Cochlear is under license. 

©Cochlear Limited 2021. All rights reserved. Hear now. And always and other trademarks and registered trademarks are the property of Cochlear Limited or Cochlear 
Bone Anchored Solutions AB. The names of actual companies and products mentioned herein may be the trademarks of their respective owners.
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